I object to any further expansion of the North Byron Parklands events. The potential for harm
to patrons and for damage to the environment is not worth the so-called economic benefits.
The events produce only a few permanent positions - the rest are casual and only last the
length of the events. The major festivals are majority owned by Live Nation, a US company
that is under investigation by the Dept of Justice for serious violation of anti-trust laws.
• The current approval allows 10 event days for large, medium, and small music events and
10 days for non-music “minor community events” of up to 1,500 people.
The proposed usage has increased substantially and is now:
5 days for Splendour (35,000-50,000) instead of the usual 3 days
5 days for Falls (35,000) instead of the usual three days
3 days for other events up to 25,000 (could be three one-day events)
2 days for other events up to 5,000 (could be two one-day events)
2 days for non-music focused minor community events
This is a massive increase in use and flies in the face of the 2016 approved modification that
was supposedly to allow for more “minor community events”. Those 10 additional “minor
community event” days have morphed into 8 additional big-festival days and only 2 “minor
community event” days. This is a classic bait-and-switch move.
• The proposed modification (MOD3) to the Concept Plan regarding attendance should be
rejected. The current ceiling of 35,000 is already creating serious safety, security, and
residential amenity issues. The government should not set a significantly higher ceiling of
50,000 in the Concept Plan—the document that sets the parameters for the development.
• There are serious safety concerns about the site and the numbers. The NSW Police Force
“remains gravely concerned regarding the possibility of a crowd
crush incident occurring.
During the 2018 Splendour festival, an incident took place during the Kendrick Lamar
performance. This was described as a crowd collapse in front of the stage on flat
ground which allegedly involved 100 patrons,” according to their report to this proposal.
• “A social media celebrity (Shammi Prasad) was able to bypass event security by hiding in a
wheelie bin and having a friend (dressed as groundsman) wheel the bin into festival grounds
… if event security can be breached with relative ease, NSWPF have concerns for the safety
of festival attendees.” – NSW Police Force report on the proposal.
• “NSWPF also holds concerns regarding the current of medical resources allocated by
Splendour. During the 2018 Splendour Festival, NSWPF detained an individual who was
under the influence of drugs and had a history of mental illness. NSWPF attempted to
arrange for an ambulance to transport the individual to hospital, but were advised that there
would be a wait time of 45 minutes before an ambulance would become available.” – NSW
Police Force report.
• Police reported 148 drug charges at Splendour in the Grass this year. 115 people were
issued Field Court Attendance Notices for 148 drug offences, including two people charged
with supplying a prohibited drug. A 25-year-old man was allegedly found in possession of 57
MDMA tablets and cash. He was charged with possess prohibited drug, supply prohibited
drug and deal with proceeds of crime. He was refused bail to face Tweed Heads Local Court

today (Monday 23 July 2018). Police also issued 38 cannabis cautions and five youth
cautions.
• The site is constrained by a range of natural hazards, it is not serviced by reticulated water
or sewer and adjoins Coastal Wetlands, the Billinudgel Nature Reserve and other areas of
high value vegetation.
• Waste management for the site has been negatively critiqued by Byron Shire Council. The
report refers to liquid waste being trucked from Parklands to Byron Shire Council STP – it is
not identified which STP but it was West Byron STP last time. The amount of liquid waste
(almost double the water of the entire Shire population) would exceed the EPA license limits
of the treatment facility.
• A recommendation is for NBPL to to make a substantial contribution to the expansion of
the STP, yet Parklands does not have the right to determine Council's sewerage policy on
whether or not to change the capacity of its STPs. Both West Byron and Brunswick Valley
STPs are biological reduction treatment plants. As such they cannot be 'expanded' or
'upgraded'. Instead, Council would be looking at building new STPs.
• I object to the proposed staged increase in attendance that is conditional on meeting a very
limited number of KPIs. This is not an example of “the precautionary principle” as the
Department of Planning claims. We object to any increase in attendance numbers, event days,
or types of festivals beyond what has already been approved.
• Independent oversight is needed. The Regulatory Working Group needs to be an
independent body that is not controlled by Parklands in the way that has occurred during the
trial. The RWG should be chaired by an individual who is appointed by Byron and Tweed
Councils, who has no connection to Parklands, who remains in close touch with both
councils, and who reports directly to the Department of Planning (as the consent authority).
The RWG should also include representatives from Tweed Council as well as Byron Council
and it should include at least two community representatives from each shire.
• The Department of Planning is recommending that Parklands’ self-monitoring of
compliance should continue, but that needs to be augmented with strict independent
compliance monitoring that is done collaboratively by the Department of Planning, Byron
Council, and Tweed Council. Keeping the councils at bay, as has happened during the trial,
has to stop. The Councils need to be involved in doing their own monitoring of noise, traffic,
and residential amenity issues, and that monitoring needs to be used as part of the Planning
Secretary’s ongoing assessment. The additional costs for council monitoring should be borne
by Parklands.
• Consent conditions should include specific KPIs related to environmental impacts.
Parklands says the festivals cause no impacts or only minor impacts, but experienced
ecologists have found serious flaws in Parklands’ ecological monitoring. The Planning
Department has ignored the criticisms and has accepted Parklands’ assurances that no one
should be worried about ecological impacts. Meanwhile, plastic glitter, discarded trash, and
human waste pile up with each festival.
• The Department of Planning commissioned an independent assessment of Parklands’
economic benefits report. That assessment dismissed the concern that most of the festival

profits go overseas, claiming that Parklands is Australian owned. That assessor clearly
doesn’t understand that Parklands does not own the festivals. Live Nation, an American
company who owns TicketMaster, is the majority owner of Splendour and Falls and thus
reaps the majority of festival revenues. Live Nation may well be the 100% owner of other
events that could be staged at Parklands if this proposal is approved, so the concern that this
approval will just line the pockets of overseas firms is quite real and should not be ignored by
the Independent Planning Commission.
COMPLIANCE ISSUES:
Compliance
The Department has relied on NBP's self-monitoring to judge how well they have
performed, since the first festival in July 2013. NBP’s performance reports have consistently
indicated almost 100% compliance with the consent conditions. But community observers
have regularly noted non-compliances that NBP has not acknowledged or reported and that
the Department has not acknowledged.
•

The Department has recorded a total of 11 breaches of the consent conditions from
2015 forward. They have nothing in their database before 2015 although they may
have some paper records that would require someone to go through. One resident
was told in writing that some non-compliances were not included in official
compliance reports because they were reported in the media. (!)

•
In March 2014, the first Performance Report included an extensive list of verifiable
breaches submitted by a member of the RWG. The list begins on page 517. The Department
apparently didn’t attempt to verify those breaches. Why not? They had to do with traffic,
noise, ecological monitoring, and more.
•
In March 2016, representatives from two community associations, accompanied by
the EDO, met with the Department in Sydney and handed them the latest list of breaches,
with 15 areas of concern and multiple items in each category. The Department apparently
didn’t attempt to verify those, either. Why not?
•
To date, a coalition of community associations and individuals have noted over 100
verifiable breaches of the consent conditions, 10 times what the Department’s compliance
office acknowledges. The Department seems to have a different view of compliance to what
residents expect.
What’s needed is diligent independent monitoring of compliance that is fully responsive to
local information about non-compliance. Compliance monitoring by Council would enable
both.
The DOP reportedly has established a compliance officer in Murwillumbah, but Council
should still be the front-line compliance people. The extra resources needed for that work
should be funded by the state or by NBP. Noise monitoring by Council would be one really
good thing to push for. NBP’s noise engineers and the DOP’s noise person both claim that
the noise is managed well and that complaints have gone down, but people are still being
disturbed.

Better monitoring is needed by local authorities to understand noise issues.
Another example of why we need local monitoring has to do with the condition that
requires letterbox drops to notify residents of festivals. Parklnds’ representative Mat
Morris told the hearing of the IPC that NBP always uses letter box drops for that purpose,
but that is simply not true. The notification about Falls Festival was rolled up in a bundle of
advertisement flyers that are tossed onto properties. THAT is NBP’s “letter box drop”. The
large majority of people toss junk mail rolls straight into the recycling bin and so don’t see
the notice. And people don’t always get The Echo or the Byron Shire News, thanks to
irregular deliveries. So many are left without the information they need about the festivals.
Complaints were made to the DOP about that after Splendour this year, when the notices
were again buried in the advert rolls, but there has been no acknowledgement of
complaints. It is a consent condition that people should be notified by letter box drop.A
condition should be followed and, if it isn’t, a breach should be noted, and there should be
consequences.
Another point: Recent breaches having to do with excessive patron numbers were
identified by Sue Arnold, and the DOP could not ignore her figures. Parklands claimed the
excess was because they gave so many tickets away even though a "patron" was defined as
anyone who had a ticket, regardless of whether the ticket was a gift or not. The Department
has clearly not been checking patron numbers all along and NBP certainly hasn’t been
reporting excesses.
Claiming an excess isn’t really an excess after the fact is a lame excuse. The definition of
PATRON that was in effect from the beginning has been: “anyone who holds a ticket to
attend an outdoor event”. NBP’s proposed definition of PATRON is now “anyone who holds
a ticket to attend an outdoor event (excluding complimentary tickets)”.
NBP’s ecological self-monitoring has been criticised since the very beginning. They pay an
ecologist to do it. At an RWG meeting in the early years the ecologist told the meeting that
he could only do so much. The OEH poked holes in the monitoring early on and called for
clear KPIs repeatedly, but the Department has still not insisted on any real improvements.
The numerous breaches listed at the end of the first performance report show some of the
problems with the ecological monitoring that were obvious from the start Also, several
submissions to the DOP regarding modifications to the approval and this most recent SSD
have pointed out the serious problems with ecological monitoring.
NBP continues to maintain that no adverse ecological impacts have been detected, but the
data simply do not support that conclusion because the monitoring has been so inadequate.
The criticisms of the monitoring run to many pages and include a rigorously independent
review by Dr Martin Denny, an esteemed ecologist and an equally detailed critique by a
local ecologist who is very familiar with the area.

Continuing to repeat “no adverse impacts” is very Trumpian: say a misleading statement
often enough, and people will believe it. And the current recommendations now call for
“adaptive management” and downplay any concern about adverse impacts to a major
Wildlife Corridor and the Nature Reserve.

